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COMMON CARRIER ACCESS TO CABLE COMMUNICATIONS:

REGULATORY AND ECONOMIC ISSUES
by

Lionel Kestenbaum

Cable communications is thoUght to open vast opportunities

for diversity and creativity in informational, entertainment and

instructional programming, and to establish a basis for an array of

information, data and. communications services rot now available.

"Common carrier" operations of cable systems have become

almost a cliche for the freedom or the electronic medium from the

constraints of the present broadcasting structure. The purpose of

this paper is to go beyond the cliche and to inquire into implica-

tions of "common carrier" operations. What are the conditions that

make it possible on cable systems? Whit regulatory issues are raised,

and what legil conditions are required? What are the economic con-

straints and feasibilities?

For the purpose of the paper, "common carrier" status and

operation are considered to refer only to common carrier access,

that is, a framework by which persons desiring to transmit progress

or offer services over cable systems would be able to do so, and

would hive access to channels on a fair and nondiscriminatory basis,

without interference or control by the system operator over the

user's programs or services.. This is.the basic proposal under con-

sideration. It nanvand should, be regarded af separate and distinct

from any additional rule'or condition, such as rate regulation, whish

would require separate analysis and justification. As we shall see,

regulatory patterns vary greatly, and there is no reason to adopt

any array of provisions merely by force of habit or by reflekive

association with the words "common carrier."
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I conclude that common
carrier access can be accomplished

by limited regulatory intervention;
namely by rules (a) requiring

installation of large channel capacity, ()) imposing the above-

stated duty to provide access on a fair and nondiscriminatory
basis.

Further regulation of rates, or of rate levels, is not necessary

or appropriate in the present context.
Nor does cable system

origination of programming now give rise to significant regulatory

problems; indeed, originations haVe the advantage of assuring the

availability of studio and other facilities for common carrier users.

Regulation of rates and originations may
be required at a later stage of

high cable penetration.
As to other issues, it would be desirable to

establish that the system operator has no liability for the activities

of users, except
perhaps for a duty to prevent knowing transmission of

illegal matter; but this result may largely be accommondated under

present law. Finally, the assurance of common carrier access will

reduce technical avd economic barriers and make feasible diverse

programming ani services. But the need for fimancial support for

certain public interest activities will remain.

The institution of common carrier access on cable systema is

desirable because it provides a means for utilizing the low-cost,

multi-channel capacity of cable systums to achieve important goals of

broadcasting and communications policy. Th:se goals are economically

feasible and are largely consistent with the incentives of the sys-

tem operator. It is a thesis of this paper that regulatory objectives

have to take account of existing industry
structure and incentives,

and those which would be produced by the regulation. Regulatory

directives can be effective, regardless of economic interests, when

4
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they establish objective requirements and objective tests for

compliance. But propounding generalized public interest goals which

are contrary to the economic incentives of the regulated parties, and

are not susceptible to clear statement and objective test, is usually

futile. The existing broadcasting industry affords ample evidence

of the reliability of this thesis.

This paper examines the implications of common carrier access,

and the economic and regulatory issuei related to factors of (a) chan-

nel capacity; (b) rates and costs of access; (c) costs of proTramming

and services; and (d) the conflicting incentives of cable system

operators resulting from originations and legal liabilities.
1

I. FEASIBILITYARD LEGAL BASIS OF commow CARRIER ACCESS

What are the conditions that make "common carrier" access

feasible in cable communications? There are three major factors:

(a) A cable system makes aVailable a large number of channels, avoiding

limitations of spectrum sppce in over-the-air transmissioa. (b) Since

all channels are delivered by the same system, once a system ie established

the additional or unused channels involve essentially no incremental

cost frois the standpoint of channel availability alone. (c) A cable system

can be, and nowordinarily is, operated on the basis of revenues from the

system as a whole.

1. This paper considers these iisUes in terms which are mere or less
foreseeable fram the present industry structure. This is not to gainsay
the value of Lnaginative leaps to a radically different system on common
carrier principles. But radical change will depend upon economic facts
not yet ascertainable (e.g., the relationship of advertiser and user
charges to subscriber fees), and upon the outcome of the first generation
of developments with which we deal (e.g., on over-the-air transmission,
network-station arrangements, copyright rules, emergence of non-programming
services).



Consequently, the operator has an interest in enhancing overall system

usage, and does not have an overriding interest in the success or

failure of any ;articular programming or service.

The result of these conditions is to estahlish a framework with

growth capacities and incentives that are -- at least, potentially -

far different from the existing structure of broadcasting. First, the

channel availability can eliminate technical obstacles to broad access.

In the present
context", these channels are

additional to the basic

cable service of carrying local and distant over-the-air signals to

subscribers. Second, the availability of cable channels on.an existing

system reduces financial barriers to access, and distinguishes such

channels from unused MP allocations, which require substantial investment.

Third, the cable system operator shculd have an eccoomic incentive

to welcome use of any unused channel for an additional service, 134 loos

as the cost to him of using the channel is less than the incremental

nvenue received, either frcm an increase in the nuMber of subscribers,

frcm payments for uses of the channels, or both. This includes the

incentive to provide, cr to carry, programming or services of interest

to small percentages
of the television

viewing audience -- in other

words, to respond to minority interests in cultural terms and to local

cormunity interests.
The cable system thus envisaged .ia not proper-

ly viewed as a competitor of existing broadcasters in the latter's

!Unction as a distributor of programming and seller of advertising.

Rather, the cable system provides a method of transmitting broadcasts,

a method which removes certain substantial
constraints so that existing

broadcasters will compete on their merits with others having access

to the cable system.
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In addition to entertainment or informational programming, the

cable capacity can be used for various broadband services -- library

access, newspaper facsimile, shopping, computer uses, etc. Expansion

in these direztions will tend to require greater complexity in the

system, including the ability to receive individualized material,

and same degree of two-smy capacity.

It ahead be recognized that the incentives of the cable system

operator will very, depending on the size of the market, and maturity

or penetration of the system. There is an obvious difference between

a small market in which distant signals great4 ekpand the available

choice, and a major metropolitan area in which the selling point will

be signal quality plus programs and services provided by the system

operator and users. There is also an obvious difference between a

system at its early stage, and an establfzhed near-universal network.

These differences mean that some operators perceive common carrier access

as only marginally beneficial, and that certain regulatory responses not

now needed may be called for at a later time. The.belic point is that

the cable system is inlumently suited to camson carrier access because

of its low-cost, multi-channel capacity cc a single-transmission netwark.

Common carrier access providus a methoi for facilitating the nee

of channels for diverse programming and services, the naval' which will

expand and develop over time. It also provides a meehanisafor precluding

control by the cable system operator aver the larcelam6er of channels

of access to thapublic. This is anabjecttve shared:by commanications

and antitrust policies.
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The Federal Communications Commission has articulated the policy

of common carrier
access as a means of achieving diversity, local

expression and other goals. On that basis, in 1969, it expressed the

view that CATV's "should be encouraged, and perhaps ultimately required,

to lease cable spice to others." And in 1970, the FCC elaborated this

pcaicy, proposing to require reservation of channels for public access

and lease to commercial users, and
stressing that it was prepared "to

take all appropriate'
actions to insure such availability (e.g.,.that

the rates charged by such channels are reasonable and nondiscriminatory)."2

Common carrier operation h.s also been foreseen for a wide variety of

data, facsimile, information retr:tval and computer services on inter-

connected cable systems, "either in competition with or supgementary

to services that hay be provided by the telephone companies." 3

The Department of justice has eXpressed the vire that cable systems

are subject to an antitrust principle which requires that entities having

significant monopoly
position must provide access to others on a fair

and nondiscrininatory
tesis, and has urged that the Commission should

guarantee such access. Early suthority for this principle was prcmided

2. First Report and Crder in Docket 18397, October 27, 1969; Second Further

Notice of Proposed Rule Making,
Docket18397-A, July 1, 1970. In a related

proceeding, the FCC
declared that CATV owners

would not be permitted "to

deal unfairly" with newspapers seeking cable facilities for fazfilmile

delivery,
regardless of the outcome of its consideration

of newspaper -

CATV cross-adnership.
Notice of Proposed Rule Mhking in Docket 18891,

JUly 1, 1970.

3. Notices of
Proposed Rule Making in Docket 18891, July 3, 1970; in Docket

18894, Jay 1, 1970; in Docket 16397, December 12, 1968; Final Repart and,

Crder in Dockt 18509, February 4, 1970.

4. Department of justice Comments in Docket 18397, September 5, 1969; in

Docket 183974, December 7, 1570.
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by cases dealing with a railroad terminal, various trading exchanges

including the 'AirlOrk,Stock Exchange, and a press vire service. In

a number of recent filings, the Z3partment has applied the same principle

elsewhere in the cmmwmications field -- to telephone attachments,

point-to-point sdcrommo, and the satellite field.

The antitrust approach waa incorporatfx1 in the White Rause Statement

of Policy on Domestic Satellite Communications in January, 1970, which

declared the right of access to common-user cooperative systems, or

specialized satellite systems, by users similarly situated at equal

rates and on a nondiscriminatory basis. Significantly, the access

obligation has been so considered to be required, regardless of the

extent to which, if at all, the industry is otherwise subject to

regulation. These other situations shim, moreover, that.the access

requirement does not necessarily carry with it auy other traditional

common carrier obligations and requirements.

Before turning to the issuea of common carrier access, I think

it useful to highlight the significance of cable system characteristics

by contrasting these with the existing broadcasting structure framework.

II. OVER-IMAM BROADCASTING CONTRASTED

What are the conditions that have made came carrier access un-

feasible in the existivg over-the-eir.televisionbraWasting system?

Inmontrast to cable system, over-the-air television is characterized

by limited numbers of channels; a relatively high cost of establishing a

station on each channel; and a combination of transmission and programming,

9
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so that the enonceic return to each braakester is dependent upon the

size of the audience
attracted, paid for by commercial advertising.

The resulting tendencies are aecentuated by the need to establish net-

works in order to have an audience bem. to aupport substantial programing

expenditures, and by a frequency allocation plan which has limited

effective national networks to three entities thus far.

Competition among the three networks produces a carman overriding

incentive to go after the same maximmaudience, or at least one-third

of it, rather than to program far a smaller propmtion. This is to be

expected, sad it is not changed by sporadic iiressures or exhortations

from outside the
companies, or by expressions of goodwill within them.

It follows that the networks have also competed for similar ems-appeal

programming, paying increasingly higher prices, eatimated in an Arthur

D. Little study in 1968 to average about $87,000 for a half-hour

epizode of an entertainment series,
$164,000 for a one-hour episode.

Any effort to direct attention to specialized
minority audiences, or

noncommercial programming,
encounters at the outset substantial cost

obstacles. As the President's 1968 Task Force on Commnications Policy

put it, a minimum of $500,000 is required for transmitter, studio and

other start-up costs; the first $1,000 per week is required simply to

maintain equipment and transmit a signal. Anyone seeking to assemble

a sufficient network to support high-cost programning
comes up against

the lack of reficient station coverage to supply. it (as computed by

Alexander's 'Costs of a Nationwide Television System," supplementary

paper in the Carnagie Commission &Tarred Educational Televisiom).
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In the past, a kind of access arrangement in over-the-air

broadcasting prevailed. Under this practice, advertisers themaelves

produced or obtained programming, and purchased time to exhibit such

programming on the network's line-up of affiliated stations: Even

under this arrangement, the broadcasiers exercised influence and veto

power, because the impact of any programming affected the economic

value to them of adjacent time on the schedule. Cost factors have

contributed to virtual disappearance of this form of access arrangement,

because advertisers no longer want to take the risk of the success or

failure of a particular show.

Under the current practice, the networks in effect develop and

produce programming, mostly purchasing it from program producers.

The networks sell advertising slots and insert these at breaks in the

programming or adjacent to it. The cost or value of the slot to the

advertiser is adjusted to the anticipated or actual audience size.

The present practice tends toward each advertiser's paying approximately

the same price-per-thousand, and the broadcasters largely bearing the

risk of success or failure of particular shows to attract audience,

averaging the risk over the entire schedule.

What are the alternatives to our existing broadcasting structure?

It seems evident that there would be greater incentive for

diversity in a Monopoly situation than in our three7network setup.

After all, the monopoly broadcaster which satigties 50 per*cent of the

audience with an adventure show on channel one, 30 per mut more with

variety on channel two, would have no reason to repeat itself on channel

three and would find it attractive to program for five or ten per cent

on that channel. The BBC's famed "third programme" on radio exem-

plifies this practice. But'monopoly.has its own dangers. We have

. 11
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opted for a diverse, largely privately-operated
system which is certainty

nct going to be abandoned.

The alternative route to diversity is to increase the number of

available channels. We could have had many more channels of equal value

in over-the-air
broadcasting if it had been initially placed or transferred

to the UHF band. An alternative would have been to provide regional groups

of allocatiocs so that the entire nation could have had as many stations.

everywhere as in the leading markets of New York and Los Angeles. The

Ccmission instead chcee to interpret ita mandate as requiring as many

local television outleti as possible, but thia had the counterproductive

result of severely limiting meaningful network diversity.

Theoretically, if there were ten channels, it should become econcmicaAg

attractive to provide programming for five to ten per cent of the audience.

(The validity of this theory is illustrated by the experience of special-interest

radio statices for ethnic groups, classical music, etc.). Indeed, programming

for a specialized audience could be more attractive than alternatives because

of its more stable loyalties. On the othsr hand, there are economic constraints

resulting from the coatsof production and distribution of quality television

programming. If these costs required an audience larger than five or ten

per cent.odditional channel availabilities would not be adequate to pr6note

the desired results.. Auleoted, support by cosmercial.advertising has required

networking on a national basis. Nest non-network programing hal essentially

similar broad distribution, consisting of syndicated feature films, reruns of

shwa previously shown on a network, and some lower-cost programing developed

for syndication wrposes.

. 42
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Economic feasibility of independent programming would be broadened if

pay-television were an alternative to commercial advertising. There is little

reason to doubt that the network programmers are effective in their objective

of satisfying the great preponderance of the television audience. Indeed,

debate in Britain has turned up arguments in favor of commercial broadcasting

for the very reason that it is so sensitive to the audience desires and needs,

more than an institution funded without regard to audience size and tending to

paternalism. However, it'can be readily demonstrated, bY charges for other forms

of entertainment and information, that a person will pay many times more for

his choice of programming than an advertiser will pay for the opportunity to

reach him (e.g. $244 per thousand viewers for a minute of prime-time advertising

for between six to ten minutes, in an hour show). Thus, pay-television could

support programing for far dmaller nuMbent of viewers. And this would be par-

ticularly true for minority programming of a special aultural nature which is

desired by the most articulate critics of the low level of television material.

What may be inferred for cable systems? Like a monopoly broadcasting system,

the cable system operator has the incentive to provide diversity on the system

in order to attract sUbscribers. Moreover, like a broadcasting system with many

stations, the cable system offers so many channels that there is incentive to use

them for specialized minority programming. Moreover, the cost of access to channels

is so low as to avoid one important hurdle to economic feasibility. The experience

with networking:and With programming costs, however, suggests that there sre other

substantial economic consideratiOns to be resolved, if the opportunities provided

by cable channel capeciti are to be realized.

13
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AVAILABILITY OF CHANNELS FCR COMMON CARRIER ACCESS

It bas generally been assumed that cable systems would have sub-

stantial numbers of unused channels, which would provide the necessary

basis for a policy of access on a common carrier basis.

This appears to be confirmed by the continuiwg trend to larger-

capacity systems. In 1968, the President's Task Force on Communications

Policy observed that 20-channel systems were technically feasible at only

slightly greater cost than the 12-channel systems then being installed.

In 1970, in proposing rules on technical standards, the FCC observed that

20-channel systems were being proposed by CAW. operators and that there

were indications that 43-channel systems could be
installed without too

greet an incremental cost over the 20-channel
systems.5 A 42-channel

system is being installed in San Jose, California; a 64-channel system in

Akron, Ohio. Lew incremental cost for any range of capacity now pertinent

is supparted by the tendency of system entrepreneurs to offer-increasingly

large numbers of channels as one of the attractive features of their proposed

franchises.

Nevertheless, additional channel capacity does involve additional expense.

A system operator could
well seek to avoid the expense of installing capacity

beyond the need; of the tesic service offered to sUbscribers, i.e., carriage

of the signals alma and distant over-the.air breedcasting
stations, if he

does not foresee sufficient demand for such capacity to defray its incremental

5. Notice of Proposed.Rule Making, Docket 18894, July 1, 1970.

14
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cost. The filings before the FCC vary widely in the estimates of incremental

ccets, and significant amounts may be at stake.6

In any event, the issue of channel availability is easily amenable to

regulatory requirement. Many municipal franchises ccntsin minimum channel

requirements; the Nev York City franchise required a capacity of at least 17

channels by July 1, 1971, ulth at least 24 channels.to be provided by 1973.

As suggested by the FCC, federal standards can be instituted.. This wculd

have the advantage of standardizing the minimumnumber of channels, and

requiring all existing systems to conform within a prescribed period of

time. It could also provide for additional capabilities -- community grouping

within a cable system, and n'rratband return far limited tro.way capability,

and coding for individualized transmission. Standardization wculd facilitate

interconnectien and would ;emit development of services that require broad

distribution for economic feasibility.

The condition of channel caymcity for ccomon carrier access, therefore,

cee be satisfied by requiring the installatica of a high-capacity system,

which would be supplemented by additional standards for services beyond ode-

way brcedcest dissemination. In a bigh-cayecity system, ccmmon carrier access

would nct be limited by the number of channels aveileble,.but by other factors

(the cost of programming or services, availability of advertising or other

demand support for. non-profit services,etc.).

6. For examPle, an econnnic stUdy done forlhe National dibie.Television

Association states that 24 channel' can be delivered by using amigifiers on a:
single-cable system, adding $300/mile to distribution salts that start at
$4,000/mile for aboue-cround distribution and are much higher undercround;
or that the same capacity can be delivered by a dual-cable system which
ccets 80 percent etre than single,ceble system.

In addition, in order for subscribers to receive mure then 12 channels,
converters are required fur each television sat, at an estimated coet of $25.



At question is whether further regulatory conditions might be needed

to allocate channels among competing.
uses and to reserve channels for

common carrier access. The FCC has proposed prescribing specific nuMbers

of channels for each of several different uses -- leased channels for commercial

operations, local public access, instructional purposes, local government.

New York City provides for city channels, public channels, company channels,

and additional channels. In a 20-channel system, it should not be necessary

to make such distinctions and dedications for some time to come.' The only

reason for allocation in the near future would arise frail differences in

technical features; e.g., of a channel for
pay-television, of a channel

with special twitching capability. There would remain ample channel capacity

to satisfy common carrier access.

In the long run, aathe penetration of the systems
increases, it is

conceivable that
conflicts of uses could develop. There could be a proliferation

of potential program originators. With the technical capacity for individualized

and two-vay services,
systems could be in demand for various services. Ulti-

mately,.if current over-the-air broadcast
services switch to primary distri-

bution by cable, all
services would be leasing cable space. If no allocation

were imposed, the cable system would tend to lease
channels to the user who

would pay the.highest price for them. This kind of open market would have

the theoretical
advantage of shifting the resource to a use ybich presumptively

has the highest economic value, aa meadured by the willingness to pay-the

highest price. However, it haasigmificant potential
disadvantages.' Mat

obvicusly, there are uses whose financial
resources are not the product of

the market system, but-of the process of legislation or voluntary philanthropy;

these are the municipal services, nonprofit
broadcasting, cymmunity groups,

etc. An open bidding process would not measure the
relative value of

olo inconsistencies and deficiencies clE allocating
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,.....massetasettentt

Tbe problem is already acknowledgedin tne existence of the political-

regulatory process by which frequencies have been allocated between ccmmercial

broadcasting and other uses of the radio spectrum, and between commercial

and nonccamercial broadcasting. The political-regulatory process haa its

own deficienc , and there has been much controversy, for example, about

the scope permitted to land mobile uses of radio as compared to broadcasting.

Yet the experience with spectrum allocation suggests that there may come a

time when similar determinations would have to be made to.prescribe a minimum

number of channels available for common carrier access for program originations

and for commercial services. In the meantime, the availability of a Alb-

stantial number of unused channels is assured.

IV. RATED AND COSTS or ACCESS

Traditionally, rate regulation has been associated with "pUblic utility"

or "common carrier" status in transportation and communication. Its efficacy

and utility even in these traditional areas has been under severe.attack in

recent years, as evidenced by the critiques of regulation in the last several

reports of the Council of ftonomic Advisors. As noted earlier, the requirements

for access in other contexts have not necessariiy been accompanied by rate

regulation. I would suggest that common carrier access to cable syetems can

be achieved by a regulation impceing the requirement that access to channels

be provided on a fair and nondiscriminatory basis. No further regulatice

of rate level or return is warranted'in cable systems far the foreseeable

future.

New York City has issued franchises which implement an access obligation

through a provision that the system operatcrsshall lease time (and if necessary,

studio facilities) to meabers of the pUblic.pursuant to nondiscriminatory rates,

17
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terms and conditions, and on "a first-come, first-served basis." The

City also reserves the right to revise rates which are ftund to have "the

effect of unreascoably restricting the use of PUblic Channels"; barring

such rates is izplicit in the access Obligation. The requirement of fairness

and antidiscrimination also implies that rates be pursuant to reasonable

classificaticos (e.g., between times of dqy, types of use); and that rates

be:publicly available by publication or other means. Frcm the standpoint

of an FCC rule, there is no obvious need for formal filing of rates and

no obvious place to file them.. The FCC can enforce rights of access without

collecting rate schedules.

Why not go further, and impose a ccoprehensive program of regulating.

rates? Such rate regulation is
conaidered to be intrranted in situations

where ccopetition is not adequate to protect against excessive rates, undue

return frcm a monopoly franchise, discrimination or
other abuse of the power.

For programing distribution, cable rates are obviouoly limited by the

existence of over-the-air broadcasting stations, which are also carried on

the cable. Programmers can buy time on such stations for an opportunity to

reach100 per cent of the television audience, so the competitive rate on the

cable would be at a lower rate reflecting the system's penetration.. Moreover,

over-the-sir televisico time is an expensive medium only on stations, princi-

pally network affiliates, with a proved audience
appeal. The comiXtitive

alternative to an unused cable channel is an independent station, such as

a Ulff.sgerstiog
part-time, whose rates are modest indeed. Since the competitive

rates of am-the-01r stations are unregulated, there is no reason to impose

regulatico on cable channel rates.

18
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.........smanoramareeMeete

Incidentally, over-the-air broadcasting monism similar restraint

on the charges to subscribers of the cable systems. For this reason, the

Department of Justice has suggested that no restriction or control of sub-

scirber rates would be appropriate except in areas which lacked substantial

over-the-air service (and in such areas, a simple rule vould be to limit

the rate to the level charged in comparative cam:minim; served over the

air). The New York Public Service Ccamission report also sees no reason to

"undertake general rate regulation of CATV systems at the present time. "7

Individualized services are also subject to competitive limitations, by

the rates and services of the telephone system. The latter are, of course,

regulated rates. But tha fact that cable service is an alternative to the

telephone would no in itself necessitate regulation of cable systems. No

equivalent regulation has been assumed essential for other competitors of

the telephone network, much as poin'Ao-point microwave, or specialized

satellites.

This approach is supported by the difficulties of arriving at any

coherent regulatory standard for regulating rate levels or rates of return.

Camonly, rate levels for utilities are suppoaed to provide a reasonable

return on investment-rats base. This uraditional concept would be difficult

to apply in the present situation. Cable systems have been initiated on

the basis of subscriber payments. ,The cable operatorwill receive revenues

from subscriber fees (which are pot now regulated), and tram advertising

on its own program originations (which are not likely ever to be controlled),

7. The New York Public Service Commission, however, declared that "In the
evenCof conversion of a CATV operator to a 'ccessunications common car-
rier' . . . the Cemmission vill have authority to regulate the CATV
operator's rates in the same manner as any other common carrier:" The
conclusion is ummqgained and appears to be based solely on the assumed
inherent result of calling it a common carrier."
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as well as from leased channels. An allocation of joint costs among these

services is likely to be abstract in the extreme. Moreover, cable systems

vary in their size and offerings. Because of their high fixed plant costs

and unpredictable consumer
acceptance, there are substantial risks and un-

certainties. Limiting the return to any level commensurate with traditional

regulatory criteria could have a significant retarding effect, and'it is

not clear that any benefit would be achieved.

Within the competitive constraints, cost factors clearly indicate low

access barriers.
Since operation of a cable aystem activates all available

channels, the use of any individual unused channel imposes essentially no

additional costs beyond the already-incurred capital investment. Costs

are involved in providing equipment for the transmission of a tape or film,

and in the studio facilities and crew for origination purposes.
8

But in-

formation on cable system originations supports the view that the facilities

costs are alao modest.

A Band Corporation study of cable program originations indicates that

in Montreal, originations of 10-30 hours weekly were done at an average

of $25-50 an hour direct costs, $50-100 total costs (including studio capi-

tal investment of $100,000). A Lakewood, Ohio system transmitting origina-

tions of 30-40 hours a week did so at $31-42 an hour average cost (including

studio investment of $75,000). An econamic study done for the National

Cable Television Association describes a standard slmtem fbr cable origina-

tions having capital costs of $38,000 and annual operating'expenses of

$43,000; a 111211MUM system had cagtal costs of $11,000, operating expenses

of $10,500. Since.a cable operator would be required to have origination

8. Other facilities would be required for transmission, processing and

billing of specialized services, whether pay-television, individualized

Am:livery of material, etc.
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'

facilities to comply with the pending FCC rule, it would be to his &dun-

! tage to have others use them on a common carrier basis sharing these

costs.

The cable system operator will develop. rate for cannon carrier ac-

cess which covers the direct cost of equipment and personnel attributed

to the service plus a return on investment, discounted by the return ex-
!

pected from additional subscriber fees. If possible, he may also seek to

recoup part of the capital cost of the systan as a whole, to have channel

users share this cost with subscribers. For programming distribution pur-

poses, cable system would presumably develop a flat rate per hour or

other interval, varying with the time of day. For individualized services,

message unit charges would be appropriate. In addition, as a matter of good

community relations, or because of provisions in franchise or rule, it my

be anticipated that the system would offer channel time at nominal or no

fee for certain clasees of public, calamity or nonprofit use.

Several specific issues warrant additional comment. First, there are

markets in which over-the-air broadcasting is so inadequate that the cable

system in effect has.a monopoly control over channels of acceaa to the pub-

lic for programming purposea. But these are the smallest markets involving

a small portion of the popUlation. Even monopoly over-the-air stations in

uch markets have not been regulated. Presumably, campetitive limitationa

arise fran the small size of the.market,.the yardstick of other markets,

the availability of other media to advertisers, etc. The same should be

true for cable systems.

Second, cable systems may seek to differentiate among channel users,

varying the rates according to the economic value obtained by particular

21
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users. This is, of course, suggested by the broadcasting rate structure,

where the charge to advertisers relates to the size of the audience actually

obtained, a result dependent upon the effectiveness of competitive pro-

gramming in attracting audiences. However, brcedcasting rates are due to

the limited lumber of channels, combined with the high cost of programming.

No one can be sure of access to the television audience except the network

(or station) broadcaster, and no other entity could undertake the function

of averaging out the'risks of varying successes and failure. In contrast,

on a cable system with common carrier access, any program originator can

presumably find time on same channel.. Consequently, the reselling and

risk-bearing function can be undertaken by entrepreneurs, as occurs in

movie and theatrical distribution, and there is no basis for the cable system

itself to do so and thus to deviate iron its cecina= .carrier role. The

ready mailability of other unused channels, which could be leased or sub-

leased far the same purpose, would seen to compel general uniform flat

rate.

Finally, it should be noted that the operator's incentives and con-

straints may shift as .eable penetration increevAs. A Rand Corporation

study anticipates cable penetration rates of 60 per cent in ams/ler markets,

of about 40 per cent in the leading major suOrkets, based upon broadcast

programming services, with the prospect that system use for other services

could bring cable subscription to higher levels. As the aystem groWth

levels off, tbe operator's expectations of recruiting more subscribers levels

off, and he may be more interested in shariRg in the revenues from channel

use. At very high penetrations, moreover, broadcasters mr/ find that the

additional non-cable audience is not worth the expense of operating an

over-the-air trazumaission facility. Networks could lease channels for

22
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direct distrithation of their programming (and advertising), without using

local affiliates and sharing advertising revenues with them. In that

event, the cable would become a basic system of broadband distribution,

with growth and rmmmues keyed to interconnection, new services, etc. as

with the telephone system. At that stage, over-the-air television broad-

casting would become an adjunct, for isolated,useee or travelers, perhaps

limited to a fey basic channels which the cablasystem would be.required to

telecast. In such a "vdred city," the over-the-air broadcast system would

not be available as a competitive constraint. Itimuld then be reasonable,

perhaps necessary, to impose a full-fledged system of common carrier rate

regulation.

V. COSTS OF PROGRAM:11G AND awn=
If the cost of channel access itself is modest, the principal economic

constraints upon utilisation result from the costs of the programming and

other services to be delivered via cable, as compared with anticipated

revenues. It would be premature to speculate about the economics of ser-

vices other than proyramming dissemination. These are likely to depend

upon the existence of an adequate ready market, i.e., substantial cable

penetration, and upon the extent to which such services via cable are coo-

prtitive vith.similar services provided over the telephone network with the

use of increasinay sophisticated telephone attachments, or the developmant

of video recorders. Droadcast -type programming is going to be the initial

user of common carrier channels; the econanic constraints upon it warrant

discussicm.

The alternative means for compensating prwam originator& include

(a) casserole]. advertising; (b) subscriber payments for programming; (c) pub-

14 rie. nnwywnf44, fnnA4ne, anA (.41 nohlp strates sunnert-
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Commercial advertising
time has been sold in connection with CATV

programming on the basis of the anticipated audience, even on the basis of

law market
penetration. A recent experience is that of the Sterling system

in New York City which sold advertising
associated with its carriage of

basketball games from Madison Square Garden. Returns have not been suf-

ficient to support such
programming, the cable system operator-being mainly

motivated by the desires to differentiate his service and recruit sub-

scribers. This would also apply to programming on common carrier channels,

where it would be buttressed by the revenues from leasing channels. Lease

revenues should even help overcame the
reluctance of those operators, in

smaller markets, who resist program origination in the belief that it is not

likely to be able to pay for itself. But the latter judgment would be

critical for potential users of ccmmon carrier channels. In short, from the

standpoint of users, the question is whether programs on cable channels can

attract the necessary audiences against the
caspetition of networks and

independent over-the-air stations.

The experience with programming on over-the-air television does not

give ground for undue optimism. Yet there are observers who are convinced

that network costs have risen under the pressure of available revenues, and

who are hopeful for several reasons. First it is possible to produce low-

cost programming.
Cable systemx and UHF stations have taken advantage of

local activities of
interest and ccenunity talent, including athletics,

political events,' etc. There is evidence that these low-budget programs

attracted significant
audiences among the groups to which they *were directed.

Even additional programs
of the same nature as regular television fare pull
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significant audiences frcm the networks,9 local high-school basketball

game should be more attractive viewing, for example, than two or three

movies in a row. Second, the weakness of UHr stations is partly due to

their second-class position in tuning convenience and transmission. On the

cable, all channels are of equal value. And the increasingevailability of

cable channels throughout the country will encourage the entry of new sources

of original programming for syndication to them, or over interconnected

networks of such channels.' It has been reported that some firms are pro-

posing to provide 20 hours per week of "quality programming" for about

30 cents to $1 per subscriber per month. Efforts can be anticipated to

serve specialized audiences, combining mall percentages in manimarkets

to aggregate a substantial audience. Aficionados constituting even five

per cent of the nektionalAudience can be satisfactory if costs of access

and interconnection are sufficiently low. The motion picture industry has

demonstrated that independent creative effort can achieve popular success.

The user of a common carrier channel would have the additional problem

of anticipating audience response with sufficient reliability to obtain

commercial advertising support. This would be easier for a series with

regular performances at set times, or for higtly-publicized event. EVen

an occasional user should be able to market, e.g., a single theatrical film,

9. This is indicated by a study cited by the FCC, comparing viewing time
by cable and non-cable audiences in San Diego. The three local net-

work affiliates had an average of 87.4 per cent of the non-cable
Audience, an average of 64.0 per cent of the cable audience. The 23 per

cent difference was shared mnong the distant signals being car-
ried from Los Angeles by cable and by a small improvement in the per-
formance of the San Diego UHF. Presumably, at times when network
programming was being carried locally, substantial numbers switched
to non-network shows on independent stations. (These are total figures

and, therefore, probably overstate diversion fram network programming;
the data also include the times during which the local stations were
broadcasting non-network material in canpetition with the originations

on uHr and from Los Angeles.)
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based upon an anticipated campaign of promotion throuih newspapers, an-

nouncements on the cable system, etc., combined with experience with the

same shot; in other markets, or on the basis of similar shows in the same

or other markets. He could even sell advertising time with the rates con-

tingent upon the audience obtained as measured by one of the standard ser-

vices, or hy the cable system. It has been suggested that audiences on

origination or common carrier
channels may be so low as not to be re-

flected adequately in the usual audience surveys. But the cable system

should have the interest and ability to develop
information as to its sub-

scriber patterns.

Pay-television via cable, or "pay cablecasting" may be tbe most promising

means of compensation for programming of interest to specialized audiences.

As noted above, such persons would be prepared to pay substantially more to

see these shows than an advertiser will psy :or the opportunity to reach

them. Oa a wyndicated or
interconnected network basis, access to cable

systems on program-fee basis could make it economically feasible to present

material far different from the usual television fare on a regular basis.
10

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting
haWestablished the principle

that public funds should be made available to support noncommercial pro-

gramming. Such funds will be available for specialized educational and

other programming on the cable system. We should anticipate funds being

provided by Congress, by municipalities, by school. districti (for educational

10. Two alternative pay-television arrangements have been discussed.

Charges could be on a per program basis, according to the "admission"

sought for the particular shows. 'Assn alternative, a charge could

be made for access to the pay-television channel on a weekly or

other basis, the payments being allocated among programmers according

to audience patterns. The subscriber would
be billed for his use

of the pay-television channel along with his regular CATV fees.

. 26
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purposes), by foundations, etc. The low cost of access to cable channels,

and the modest cost of utilizing cable system facilities, should make

possible funding by many entities, such as church groups, labor groups,

civic affairs organizations, etc., as part of their budgets.

Finally, cable systems themselves can provide support 2or programming

by making channels and facilities available at low or no cost, consistent

vith their incentive to increase the diversity of system offerings.
11

The economic uncertaintiee of programming on cable systems vill not

be resolved until after a period of experience with originations, and new

program sources, without the past constraints on channel capacity. It is

conceivable although doubtful, that such a regime will yield a rather

familiar picture. Existing networks may retain their predominant role.

Program costs may be an obstacle to substantial alternatives for smaller

numbers on a commercial basis. These uncertainties, however, provide no

reason against a policy of common carrier access.

VI. CABLE SYSTEM INTERESTS CONFLICTING WM COMMON CARRIER ACCESS

Like the installation of a substantial channel capacity, the obligation

to permit access on a common carrier basis is amenable to clear and ob-

jective regulatory provision. This paper also suggests that a cable opera-

tor vould find iteconomically desirable to encourage diversity of program-

ming, including by persons utilizing common carrier channels. On this

theory, the obligation to provide aCcess should be coneistent with the

economic interests of the system operator, and shoUld be readily accepted

and carried out.

11. The pending proposal that cable systems contribute a fixed percentage
of gross revenues to be shared by the Public Broadcasting Corporation
and a community-based programmer is discussed in ?art VII.
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Nevertheless, concern has been expressed about the incentives for

common carrier access, and its feasibility, on two principal grounds. First,

it is contended that common carrier access would conflict with the interests

of cable operators in their own program originations. Second, it is urged

that any marginal economic benefit from common carrier access would be out-

weighed by the system operator's concern over possible adverse impact upon

him of use of such channels, because it could subject him to liability, be

offensive to subscribers, or violate his duties for balanced presentations.

A. Cable System as Originator

The FCC has required that all cable systems above a certain size,

i.e. having 3,500 or more subscribers, will be required to utilize one

channel for origination of substantial amounts of programming. While the

validity of that rule is now a subject of litigatica, there can be little

doubt that originations
eventually will be a feature of large systems. The

present emphasis upon the cable system itself as, an additional programmer

is justified by the fact that, at Icy levels of cable penetration, the

principal economic value of program diversity will be to attract subscribers.

Other entities vill be prepared to originate via the cable system in view

of the low cost of access, and we have reviewed the hopeful signs of program

costs. Yet community groups are likely to beaore prominent at this stage

than commercial program originators or service offerers.

As cable penetration reaches substantial proportions, commercial

. .

opportunities increase. Concern has been expressed that a conflict may

then develop betveen the cable operator's interests as a broadcaster on the

origination channel and his obligation to prOvide access to others. This
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will be low, and the cable operator's interest in enhancing tbe revenues

of his origination channel may begin to be significant. Surely, reconsideration

would be called for if the cable system became the basic transmission network

for television and broadband communications. The existing networks will

presumably continue as programmers on interconnected cable systems, but the

flexibility of prognumming arrangements could result in the operator's

origination channel becoming a leading factor.

The solution to the iroblem, in the long run, is to require the cable

system to cease engaging in yrogramming or to do so only under certain con-

tditions and safeguards. The New York PUblic Service Commission has suggested

that when a cable system achieves a'certain_size, it should commence operating

on: a "common carrier" basis; this would mean that the system would be barred

from directly engaging in programming, although it could do so through separate

-27-

'concern centers on misgivingo.that the operator, like other broadcasters,

1

!

would be strongly averse to fragmenting his audience by programming on

1

1

additional channels, end may seek to reduce such usage by excessive rates

if

or other tactics. The.danger of conflict-of-interest is lessened inasmuch

Ias the system operator is already competing for audience with local and

i
distant over-the-air signals, so that the additional impa:t of common

1

1

carrier users is not likely to be substantial. Moreover, the objective

Irequirement of large channel capacitj should prevent exclusionary tendencies..

Nevertheless, there may be basis for this concern at a later stage

yhen cable penetration is higher and more stable. At that point, the

incentivs to add subscribers will be low, the'risk of losing subscribers

29
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affiliates.12This is a familiar pattern for the FCC which, in fact, adopted

a similar policy tcward telephone ccmpaniou' engaging in data processing

activities; it permited them to do so through separate corporate affiliates,

subject to segregatice of accounts, prohibition of favoritism to carrier

affiliates,and other safeguards.13 In the cable context, such an approach

would seem adequate to avert problems of discrimination. Any tendency the

cable system might have to reduce the number of competitive program.services

would be prevented by the nondiscriminatory rates available to others (as

well as its affiliate), and the unavoidable existence of unused channels on

the basis of the installed capacity of the system.

B. Cable System Liability Balanced Programming, Libel, Fraud.

Obscenit7, Offensive Matter

A broadcaster is reqUired to provide "equal time" to candidates fcc

pUblic office and to exercise "fairness" in presenting conflicting views

on issues of public impcctance. The FCC has ruled that these reqUirements

apply to programming originations on cable systems. It has not formally

discussed their applicatice to the situation of common carrier access.

12. The New York Public Service Cconissice suggested a standard measured by

a certain number of subscribers. It would be more appropriate for the

standard to be related to the percentage of penetration in the market

since that would better indicate potential of conflict-of-interst.

13. See Docket 16974 (Computer-Ccumunications Inquiry), Tentative Decision

April 1, 1970. But the FCC noted (rith evident satisfaction) that the

Bell System, the dominant telephone carrier, was precluded from entering

data processing by the terms of an &Ai-trust consent decree.

The proposition that a ccomon carrier should'nct handle its cun products

is embcdied in the Interstate Ccumerce Att's "commodity clause" which

prohibits such operation by railroads. This provision.is a historical

artifact, which has not been, and shculd not be, autcmatically associated

with "common carrier" operations elsevAlere.
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Inherent in the common carrier concept, however, is that the cable system

is not subject to any requirement of balanced programing on channels 30

used (and the FCC staff is of this view). There is no scarcity of channels

and there is,-therefore, no reasce to be ccecerned about obtaining a balance

upon any particular channel or even upon a grouping of channels any more

than there is to be concerned aboet a balance in a ;articular magazine.

A. different question is presented by the legal liability of broadcasters

for the dissemination of libelous, fraudulent or obscene material. If these

legal liabilities were to characterize the cable system operatice, common

carrier access would have to be qualified by the system's exercise of control

over content in arder to protect itself. The question is whether it is

proper to eliminate such liabilities; and, if so, not this is to be achieved.

Since the cable system provides instantaneous access in homes ko-mll'

material transmitted, it would seem quite unacceptable to the pUblic for the

operator to avoid all responsibility. /n particular, the issue of obscene

progrmmning has to be dimmed in advance. A common carrier precedent here

is the telephone system's acceptance of an obligation to avoid knowing

transmission oV illegal mtter, including obscene matter, which it enforceS

by termination of service. A similar obligation is appropriate here.

As to fraud and libel, however,.it is qUite proper to hold the programer

alone liable, not the cable system. System liability wadi lead to advance

scrutiny of prommaing content, which is incomistent.with common carrier access.

The normal remedy far these wrongs is civil action for aceey damages, and there
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is no reason to impose a prior restraint. Cable system immunity, moreover,

is supported by the recent trend of Supreme Court decisions which have

drastically narrowed newspaper liability for libel related to public issues, .

permitting recovery only for actual ma1ice.
14

An argument could be made that the necessary immunity from liability

for cable systems can be adequately accommcdated within present law. The

newspaper cases remove most risks of libel action. Furthermore, the FCC's

imposition of a common carrier obligation may itself exempt the cable system

operator frce liability. In 1959 in the WDAY case,15 the Supreme Court

held that the statutcry obligaticm of a brcadcaster to provide equal access

to political candidates (with the explicit proviso that the brosdcast licensee

"shall have no power of censorship") necessarily established an immunity for

brcedcasters against any liability for defamatory statements made in such

political broadcasts. While the WDAY case interpreted the scope of federal

statute, an argument could be made that the valid regulatory requirement of

operation on a common carrier basis should have similar impact.

This issue has been finessed up to nod. In referring to access to

cable channels, the FCC has observed that CATV operators "should have no

control over program content except as may be required by the Ccemission's

rules and applicable law." The New York City franchises simdlariy provide

that programming or leased channels "810.11 be free Iran any control by the

Company Lihe cable operatogexcept as is required teprotect the Company from

liability under applicable law."

14. The New York Times Nr. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 and subsequent cases.

15. 360 U.S. 525.
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It is not clear what the "applicable law" is, or whether it can be

altered by a regulation imposing common carrier obligation. Statements

of apprehension about existing liability may reflect system operators'

reluctance to undertake common carrier obligations, rather than legal

analysis. In any event, the issue could be resolved by enacting a federal

statute, presumably as pert of legislation dealing with other cable issues,

which wou2d provide that the cable system has no liability with respect to

the material transmitted on common carrier channels, except for knowing trus-
t

missica of illegal matter.

It has been suggested by some observers that programmers on a common

carrier channel should be required to post a bond to assure that such liabilities

can be met by them. This is an unsound, even astounding, suggestion. No

other communicator has to show solvency in order to speak CT to write. The

very advantage of cable is to permit loo-ccet access, and it would be in -

consistent with that objective to impose a means test. Furthermore, bonding

would be a disproportiomMtely burdensome condition, since liability would

rarely arise.

Apart from legal liability, system operators may be concerned that an

open access arrangement could result in dissemination of material offensive

to scale groups or individuals. Like a broadcaster, a system operator prefers

the goodwill of the public and will be sensitive to criticism, particularly

in the ii.,velopmental etage of his system. No doubt it is for this reason

that many cable operators regard the common carrier proposal as a threat or,

at t'le least, as a nuisance. It is understandable that they have resisted

attempts to experiment with common carrier access. It is obviously impossible
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to expect a cable system operator to voluntarily undertake such a policy,

so long as be cannot in the eyes of the cammanity disclaim the responsibility

for the programing. The latter obstacle, at least, should be overcome if

the came carrier obligation were imposed upon him as a matter of law.

A partial solution to the
probleMot community relations may be intended

by the proposal that a broad-based community orgpmnization could be given

responsibility for origination on a cable channel. One purpose is to have

an entity throagh which funds could be channeled for the purpose of noncomercial

local programming, but
another motive my be to insulate the cable operator

from responsibility for the content of such progrtwaing. In a way, this

would shift the censcmrship function to the community group. Under the proposed

policy of cannon carrier access, however, a programer would be able to obtain

access to another channel apart frog the one utilimbi by the community organisation.

There remains the prospect that programing on common carrier channels

mdght be distasteful to some members of the'public. Concern will be expressed

by system operators about the effect on subscribers. Concern also will be

expressed about tbe prospect of vocal extremists using these channels, with

undue exposure for sensationalism, confrontation and divisiveness (faults

attributed to existing media coverage as well). The ground for such concern

may be exaggerated; a rabble-rower on one of ten cable channels may obtain

no greater public recognition than he would speaking on a street corner, or

public park. The urAvoidable answer is that common carrier access carries

with it the acceptmace of electronic ccumunication as a public forum, and that

we shall lave to bear with the FirrtAmendment.
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irri. DIPLICATION ar CONON CARRIER ACCESS FOR OTHER FENDING ISSUES

This paper has discussed the proposal for the operation of cable system

channels on a common carrier basis. Regulatory interventica would be limited

to the requirement that systems have substantial channel capacity and that

they make channels available on a fair and nondiscriminatory basis at uniform

rates, subject to reasonable classifications. The low-ccet, multi-channel

capacity of the cable system should make feasible a diversity of programing

and services, at varied cost levels and with varied appeals.

This analysis has implications fcv pending issues in the cable field and

same of these maybe briefly described.

A. Ownership

The operation of cable systems on a amazon carrier basis lessens the

emphasis on the character of the oaten' operator, since benefits are not

expected as a result of his good faith and public spiritedness, but rather

as a result of the varied initiatives brought by users of the system. It is

desirable to maintain considerable diversity of system ownership and operation,

however, in order to foster experimentation with the technology and econcedcs

of these operations. Moreover, at the present stage, it is important to

avoid ownership of systems by those with overriding interests in avoiding

the fragmentation of the audience which cable would bring. This is the

commendable purpose of the FCC rules against cross-cynership by local television

stations and networks.

The principle of'diversity and experimentation should include operation

and ownership in scee systems by nonprofit organizations and cammunity groups.

But it is inherent in the common carrier proposal that such nonprofit or comunity



operation is not to be regarded as a necessary or sufficient basis for

the anticipated benefits.
Indeed, since by far most of the programming and

services offered over the system would be unrelated to the interests of the

nonprofit or community organisation, there may be disadvantages. We do not

vest Madison Square Garden in a nonprofit organitaticn because there is an

interest in its use for an occasional benefit performance.

B. Commercial Substitution and Local Broadcasting

The FCC proposed in july of 1970 that Commercial advertising

be rubstituted by the cable system for the advertising messages carried with

distant signals, and that the revenues from such substituted advertising be

distributed to local brcadcasting stations. The purpcae was to make up for

the loss in audience resulting frcm the operation of the cable system. Chairman

Burch has since declared that this proposal had been shown to be "impractical

to implement." An additional difficulty with 'it, demonstrated by Leland

Johnson of the Rand Corporation, was that such a proposal would have distributed

benefits in a quite arbitrary way, without relationship to injuries actually

sustained, ani witheut relationship to any public interest objective. A

Amdamental problem in over-the-air broadcasting has been the conflict between

the economic structure and incentives of the industry,and some of the goals

which have been laid down for it. It would be absurd to go Airther down this

road by establishing a system which would reward stations with revenues utterly

unrelated to their performance, and in fact dependent upon the performance of

other stations.

No doubt consideration should be given to the possible erosion of the

financial basis for local stations in scae markets as a reault of the increased

variety of signals brcught in over the cable. But this is likely only in small
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markets, nor lacking service by the three networks. Moreover, protection

for existing stations has to be weighed in the light of the interests of

the public.

It should be recognized that significant progrumning, beyond a limited

amount, is not supported.by any lcoal station operation itself, much less by

stations in the emaller markets where erosion is an issue. Lccal station

share in the high cost of popular.programming by "plugging-in" to the net-

work; and otherwise, they do so by using syndicated reruns or shots. In

the same way, the community ccatributes to the large aggregate revenues required

to support motica pictures and national magazines. In the latter fields, no

one expects that the community's range of choice shculd be limited by the

economics and technology of distribution. Thus, while movies require local

exhibition, national magazines may be distributed by delivery through the

mails, and it has not been proposed that the community should be required

to purchase such publications thrcugh a local bookstcee dr news dealer or in

conjuction with a local newspaper, in order to encourage the latter institution.

The appearance of cable permits all areas to have diversity previously

available only to few. More,.,er, cable holds out the prospect of a system

in which local and specialized programaing is more likely to be eccaomically

feasible than in over-the-air bresdcasting, hence mcwe likely to occur than

as a result of regulatory pressure on over-the-air stations to undertake un-

profitable activities.
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C. CATV Support for Noncommercial Broadcastin

One aspect of the FCC's 1970 proposal was that 5 percent of the revenues

of cable systems shculd be used for the support of pane or noncommercial .

broadcasting, such funds to be paid to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting

which could in turn distribute one-half to a lccal ETV station or to a bread -

based ccomunity group based upon such station.

This proposal appears no longer to be part of the FCC's solution. At

the time, however, it seemed almost impossible to resist. It proposed a

means of underwriting program costs, wtich are the principal economic barrier

to use of commcn carrier channels; that would avoid reliance upon legislative

appropriation or philanthropy. And so far as one could tell, cable systems

were quite willing to make payments in.support of noncommercial programming

in exchange for obtaining the distant signals on the basis of wtich they

hope to develop and establish themselves. The FCC would have further encouraged

them to agree by an acccenstnying rule limiting
municipal franchise fees to 2

per cent.

A likely reason for
abandoning this special tax on cable systems could

be the uncertainty regarding their ability to bear the burden and show enough

profit to sustain growth. An additional point,
particularly pertinent in

the context of this paper, is that this kind of special tax is rather inconsistent

.with the theory of operation on a common carrier basis. The objective of such

operation is to.fcater broad use of cable systems,
including by noncomnercial

program originators, to be achieved by low coat access to high capacity systems.

At scme point, regulatory
involvement may be warranted to control coats of

access. But regulatory imposition of costs, for extrinsic ends, is not warranted.

By analogy, the telephone company is nck expected to provide tree telephone

egrim4ne to noncommercial entities,
whose needs are met out of their budgets --
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as the needs of persons requiring public support are met out of welfare,

social security payments, etc. Moreover, even though cable systems carry

the noncommercial signals, it is incongruous to taz cable systems for this

purpose, and not to tax over-the-air broadcasters or the carriers which

distribute network programing.


